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EDITORIAL
COMMENT
By JP Louw

W

HAT ARE the questions
– ideologically speaking
– which drives discourse
and practices in South Africa? And
are these rooted in the original idea
about the type of South Africa we
sought to achieve?
This 45th Edition of Umrabulo applies itself to this vexing question.
Under the theme “Ideological
Contestation in South Africa”,
we provide some thought to this
issue – though not exhaustive as it
is a subject matter which can be interrogated across a
myriad of specific subject matters such as economics,
orientation of civil society, social development, fisheries, mining, transport, governance, leadership and
many more. In the spirit of Umrabulo being a political education platform which seeks to ignite debate, the
intention is to encourage increased discourse beyond
the pages of this edition about the issue of ideological
contestations across specialised fields. And to primarily
interrogate if the paths we have chosen are likely to
serve us well.
To borrow from Vladimir Lenin, founder of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union:
“Our revolutionary scientific theory is the weapon to make us
judge and define the methods of struggle correctly. That is a
weapon that helps us to analyze and understand correctly the
cause of development of human society at every moment, to
analyze and understand correctly every turning point of society
and to carry out the revolutionary transformation of society”.
In this edition Dr Abba Omar, in an article titled “Conundrum: What Must The Left Do Henceforth”,
questions the state of left politics in South Africa and
argues for a need to appreciate global dynamics as well
as developments within our own political economy for
progressive forces to remain relevant to society. Focusing the subject of ideological contestation to her
specific field of law is Professor Thuli Madonsela in
“Social Justice – An Indicator In The Ideological
Orientation of South Africa’s Legal Dispensation”.
Consistent with the title, she explores the importance

of social justice as an attitude that
needs to shape the development
and approach of South Africa’s jurisprudence.
Ashley Nyiko, focused on the education front, writes under the title
“#FeesMustFall’s Ideological
Battleground Form-ations.”
Currently serving as General Secretary of the SRC at Wits University,
his article unpacks the alliances and
contestations which underpinned
the much publicised demonstrations on access to tertriary institutions.
In “Indicators and Possibilities of Progress”,
Muxo Nkondo boldly asks the question “is the ANC-led
Government therefore failing?” Whilst proposing solutions,
more so in relation to building a capable developmental
state, Nkondo’s primary point of departure is that
significant progress has been made and valuable lessons
learned.
The 1954 Soviet Philosophical Dictionary states that
“ideology is . . . a system of deﬁnite views, ideas, conceptions, and
notions adhered to by some class or political party. [Ideology] is
always a reﬂection of the economic system predominant at any
given time”.
Across variant specialised fields, South Africans must
be mobilised around a common popular agenda that is
founded on an embracive ideological stance that is unapologetically progressive as well as transformative and
whose primary object is to move the country forward.

The OR Tambo School of Leadership
will be hosting a Umrabulo Dialogue under a theme similar to this edition, which
is IDEOLOGICAL CONTESTATIONS IN
SOUTH AFRICA. You are invited to attend
and encouraged to look out for details on
the website www.ortamboschool.org.za
and the school’s social media pages.
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CONUNDRUM:

What Must The Left
Do Henceforth
■ The last few years have seen intense navel-gazing by South African progressives,

but with little or no concrete results or solutions. Looking at the challenges faced
by the left in South Africa, we need to appreciate global dynamics as well as
developments within our own political economy.
By Dr Yacoob Abba Omar

4

“H

OW DID we get
here?” was the
plaintive wail of
progressives in South Africa until
the ANC’s December 2017 elective
conference.

but its economy was impacted by
the slowdown in global demand
and the resultant slowdown in
economic growth. Since 2008/9
the global economy has grown
in spurts and starts, creating the
climate for the emergence of a
variety of new social, political and
economic forces.

The last few years have seen intense
navel-gazing by South African progressives, but with little or no concrete results or solutions. Looking
at the challenges faced by the left in
South Africa, we need to appreciate
global dynamics as well as developments within our own political economy. I come back
to the question of who is the left further down in this
article.

Brazil recently saw the rise to power
of a right-wing, homophobic
misogynist in Jair Bolsonaro. He
committed Brazil to withdraw from
the UN Human Rights Council and Paris agreement on
climate change as well as to move its Israeli embassy to
Jerusalem.

It is difficult to underestimate the impact of the
financial crisis of 2008, and to comprehend the
ongoing devastation of lives resulting from job losses,
evictions, reduction in real wages, and substantial cuts in
medical, educational, and social benefits. South Africa
did not experience the global recession as harshly,

Mentioning Bolsonaro’s commitment to ‘Brazil First’
may not be such a subtle hint of who his hero is.
Surrounded by the military business elite (his running
mate is an army General), Bolsonaro declared in his
victory speech: “We cannot continue to flirt with socialism,
with communism and with populism and with the extreme left.”
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Bolsonaro’s victory has been attributed to widespread
unhappiness with what is seen as a corrupt political
culture, with the Worker’s Party of Lula and Dilma
Rouseff being punished at the hustings for its various
shortcomings. Bolsonaro joins the ranks of a growing
list of strongmen who came to power over the past
decade under similar circumstances.
Can this happen in South Africa – where a rightwing, populist party is voted into power?
The victories of less ideologically clear leaders such as
Emanuel Macron in France has similarly been a matter
of concern for the left. Macron is seen as Europe’s
bulwark against the rising tide of right-wing nationalism
throughout the continent. However, by focussing on
climate change or saving the European project, he
distanced himself from the range of forces who form
the ‘yellow jerseys’, leading one of them to comment:
“Our elites are talking about the end of the world when we are
talking about the end of the month.”
Before members of the left start committing
ideological suicide, perhaps they should take succour
from the performance put up by Bernie Sanders in the
last US presidential elections. Or even the turn to the
left amongst the various Democratic Party, especially
female, presidential hopefuls. Or the improved showing
of the UK’s Labour Party under Jeremy Corbyn’s
leadership (notwithstanding the recent wobbles during
the Brexit debates).
Or even better - the electoral victory of AMLO. ‘AMLO
who?’ you may well ask.
Andrés Manuel López Obrador, or AMLO, as he is
popularly known, won 53% of the vote in Mexico’s
recent presidential elections. He assumed office almost
at the same time as Bolsonaro, yet his remarkable
achievement has gone almost unnoticed.
The Movement for National Regeneration, the party
he founded in the lead-up to the 2018 elections, won
a majority of seats in both houses of the national
legislature. It took five of the nine governorships where
elections were held. He is no admirer of Trump – which
may be a good way to start describing his ideological
leanings. His victory was helped by the obsequiousness
of Peña Nieto, his predecessor who hailed from one of
the two establishment parties. Nieto shot to fame for his
powerless fumbling in the face of the Trump tsunami
as well his kowtowing to the political corruption of the
Mexican elite.
López Obrador said he will take half the salary of his
predecessor, and that no public official will be able to
earn more than the president during his six-year term.

“What we want is for the budget to reach everybody,” he said
after his election. He promised to reduce or remove
perks for high-level government officials, such as the
employment of chauffeurs and bodyguards. He vowed
to turn the official presidential residence into a cultural
centre and to ensure that ex-presidents will no longer
receive pensions.
Jon Lee Anderson writing for the New Yorker made
this observation: “Those who have compared his populism to
Trump’s are fundamentally mistaken. López Obrador’s populism
is built not on a hatred of ‘the other,’ or on a need to prevail at the
expense of others, but rather on an intuitive faith that Mexicans
can overcome their current reality with a redeployment of their
most outstanding national traits - hard work, resourcefulness,
pride, modesty, and bravery.” i
Perhaps one of the most instructive examples for SA
to look at is the experience of India. Since 1947, the
Indian National Congress (INC) played a hegemonic
role in India, exemplifying secularism and providing
leadership to the newly independent countries and
generally the Third World.
However, by 1991, the narrow nationalistic and rightwing leaning BJP became the main opposition with 120
seats. The 1999 elections saw it take advantage of the
INC’s corrupt practises and, by mobilising the Hindu
vote, it earned 182 seats with its National Democratic
Alliance overall gaining 296 seats.
Due to the fallout from the 2002 Gujrat massacre and
its own corruption scandals, in 2004 the BJP ended
up with only 138 seats. Congress’s 2009 election
victory was largely due to its closer alliance with the
left and progressive manifesto. However, the 2014
elections shook up the Indian establishment with the
BJP under Narendra Modi’s leadership winning 31%
of the popular votes, earning it 52% of the national
parliamentary seats. Radhika Desai, of the University
of Manitoba, argued at the time that the BJP will now
be able to follow Hindutva’s core agendaii.
Pradeep Chibber and Rahul Verma (2014) authors of
“Ideology and Identity: The Changing Party Systems of
India” argued that this was made possible by what a few
decades before was unimaginable: the BJP managing to
“draw into its coalition those who would like the state to minimise
its role in the economy by both reducing subsidies and business
regulations…Compared to previous elections, recent data indicate
that a sizeable chunk of voters have emerged as rightward leaning
on economic issues.” iii
What can progressive South Africans learn from
these global experiences?
Firstly, we need to be clear on who the left is? With

5
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the Congress of South African Trade Unions (Cosatu)
splintering to the left and one of its former largest
union, Numsa, trying to establish a socialist “-United
Front”, there are serious tectonic movements on the
left of South African politics. With the 30 unions that
make up the South African Federation of Trade Unions
(SAFTU) and the creation of the Workers’ and Socialist
Party (WASP), we have seen new dynamism entering
left politics.
In the midst of this has been the increasingly strident
rhetoric of the Economic Freedom Front (EFF),
which WASP has described as “a left-populist party”.
According to WASP, young people in particular join the
EFF searching for a “vehicle to fundamentally change society;
hoping they have found the shortest route to realising the hopes
betrayed by the ANC. But such change requires nothing less than
a socialist revolution. What many EFF supporters are really
looking for - a strong socialist party to lead this task – they will
not find in the EFF, despite the red costumes.”

6

Apart from these formations, there exist a range of
academic circles and discussion groups, often consisting
of people disappointed by the SACP’s compromises or
whose party membership was terminated or allowed
to lapse. In other words, while the SACP may be the
fulcrum around which much of left intellectual debate
and activism revolves, we need to be mindful that when
we speak of the left, we are talking of an array of forces
which could even include elements within the churches
with a progressive agenda.1
One of the key lessons we can learn from other countries
is that while populism comes in various colours, the real
danger to our democracy is authoritarianism based on
populism.
Erica Frantz, in her book on authoritarianism, points
out that of the 75% of the regimes which became
authoritarian between 2000 and 2010, most took the form
of a personal leader who exploited populist rhetoriciv.
Jillian Schwedler and Kevan Harris, reflecting on
regimes and activisms in the Middle East, referred to
these as “hyper-masculinist and patriarchal rulers”.
Examples include many that those on the left would not
like to see on this list: Russia under Mr Putin, Venezuela
under Hugo Chávez, and Turkey under Recep Tayyip
Erdoganv.
Frantz points out that a large part of these regimes saw
democracy being eaten out from within, as the larvae of
some wasps eat out host spiders. Amongst the features
which authoritarian regimes display, include a narrow

inner circle of trusted people; the installation of
incompetent loyalists in positions of power; promotion
of members of the family; and the creation of new
security services loyal to the leader.
Samir Amin, the late Egyptian Marxist, was not
mincing words when he wrote: “Without being ‘democrats’,
some leaders, charismatic or not, of national/populist regimes
have been progressive ‘big reformers.’ But others have scarcely
been anything but incoherent leaders (Gaddafi) or ordinary
‘unenlightened’ despots (quite uncharismatic, to boot) like Ben
Ali, Mubarak, and many others. For that matter, those dictators
initiated no national/populist experiments. All they did was
to organize the pillage of their countries by mafias personally
associated with them.” vi
The political rhetoric used by these populists will sound
familiar to us: claims that they alone can solve the
country’s problems; that the traditional elite (as in white
monopoly capitalists) are the enemy; and that experts,
such as the fine minds of dedicated public servants in
National Treasury, and the media, cannot be trusted.
A second lesson – an even tougher one - to be learnt
is to be able to imagine a future where completely
inconceivable political formations can come to power,
as has been the case of India.
The Indlulamithi 2030 South Africa scenarios did
just that. In its Gwara Gwara scenario, it describes the
situation in the aftermath of the 2024 elections: “After
months of variations of the new rallying cry, ‘let someone else
have a try’, the ANC is forced to concede power to a fractious
post-2024 alliance of opposition parties in the lowest voter turnout election in South Africa’s democratic history”.
In this context, “The state relies more and more on the ‘Public
Order’ units of the South African Police. The SANDF
struggles to remain neutral, but there is not much resistance to this
closing of democratic spaces as many citizens are willing to accept
reduced freedoms in exchange for protection from an increasingly
dangerous world”. Enter the strongman?
Fortunately, frightening as this scenario may be, it
ends on an uplifting note largely due to the citizens’
commitment to democracy. In 2029, “South Africa, to
the surprise of many, elects its first woman president and the
first president from the generation born after 1990.” Her
declaration that “old men created this mess, let the women and
the young clean it up” resonates with constituencies across
South Africa, including many men. Interestingly, this
rosy end to an otherwise unsettling scenario makes it
clear that the 2029 President does not necessarily come
from the ANC!

FOOTNOTE
1
The differences between ‘left’ and ‘progressive’ I leave for another article.
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So, what is the left to do
sections of society” vii.
given that the situation in
South Africa is so fragile
A decade ago academic
economically, politically
Daryl Glaser raised the
and socially?
prospect of a left agenda
A starting point is
emerging in South Africa
overcoming what Samir
when he suggested that
Amin calls the “democratic
social differentiation within
farce” with “democratization
ethnic groups “raises at least
involving all aspects of social
the theoretical possibility of
life including, of course,
a future working class-based
economic management” which
politics either of a socialist or
“can only be an unending and
populist kind, able to challenge
unbounded process, the result of
the predominance of nationalist
popular struggles and popular
and ethnic politics” ix. Patrick
A
socially
cohesive
South
Africa
Bond has argued that “it
inventiveness.” Hailing from
● What are the elements of a common vision for our
has been a mistake to invest too
the other end of the
country?
much in romantic Constitutional
political spectrum, former
fantasies of socio-economic
Indian Central Banker, ● What does it mean to have a people-centred state,
economy and society broadly?
rights. … because of the danger
Raghuram G. Rajan, has
● What would a peaceful, caring South Africa look like? of
taming (deradicalising)
argued that instead of
allowing right-wing or left- ● What skills should SA develop/acquire to position our social activists” x . He argued
country for 2030?
for connecting the dots
wing populism to flourish,
between prolific protesters
a better populism is one ● What would a growing trajectory of inequality look
from communities, social
that puts more trust in
like in 2030 in South Africa?
movements and labour
local communities, which
claiming the lessons confirming the strength of wellmay well have a greater chance of successvii.
connected (not ‘popcorn’) grassroots protests have
Interestingly, the iSibhujwa scenario of Indlulamithi been lost.
had the working title “Clash of Populisms”. While
it emphasised the ever-widening enclave of the On the other hand, one of the left discussion forums
privileged, such as unionised workers, public servants looking at how South Africa could get out of its moral,
and professionals enjoying private security, transport, political and economic crisis, recorded in 2017 that “the
education and healthcare, the scenario acknowledged values of the Constitution describe a society that is fundamentally
the populism of those working from the grassroots up. egalitarian and in which human dignity is more than simply a
Such is the dedication of those servicing the enclaves of formal equity before the law, but a society that aspires to provide
the poor at local level that their schools and clinics show the material and social basis for all members of our society to
better results in terms of education and healthcare.
live in true dignity”. This forum proposed that defending
the Constitution should be at the core of the SACP’s
So in looking forward, while ensuring power at the programme of action at its 14th Congress.
local level is exercised democratically, corruption-free
and in the interests of the poorest of our communities, We have often argued that the left is its own worst
we need to ensure that the struggle at the apex – that enemy, because of the dogmatic manner in which
around the Constitution – is waged just as relentlessly.
debates are conducted such as who is a true Marxist
or progressive. Embracing diversity of thought is
going to be critical going forward. There has been a
What strategies should the Left adopt?
tendency amongst the so-called mainstream in the
Indian intellectual historian K N Panikkar (2015) talks left to pour scorn over poststructuralist, postcolonial,
of “the near hegemonic role the left intelligentsia exercised in critical race, feminist and queer critiques of our society.
society during the early decades of independent India… The Yet, worldwide, feminists and eco-socialists are at the
major concern during these years was the manner in which forefront of clarifying and challenging the most critical
democracy, socialism and secularism could be institutionalised”. crises confronting our society and humanity.
He expresses his disquiet at the current state of affairs:
“The left has a historic role in preventing the further progress of
It is this principle of embracing diversity which should
the right-wing forces. But it has not shown any sense of urgency guide progressives within the ANC and SACP to adopt
to address this question by ‘mobilising’ its natural constituency of
a strategy in what could be best described as three
the poor and the marginalised and extending its hegemony to other concentric circles of engagement.

7
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Firstly, engage with all other worker organisations and
formations of the left to create a broad progressive
platform committed to defending democracy and the
Constitution in South Africa. The current trade unions
represent a much smaller number of the formally
employed; and Cosatu has become enfeebled for a
variety of reasons.
Not only is SAFTU or AMCU stealing a march on
Cosatu, but organisations such as Solidarity are forging
ahead. This should signal to the SACP and ANC the
need to widen its alliance on the left.
The second track of engagement must be with the
voiceless, especially SA’s vast army of unemployed,
particularly the youth. Such engagement must bring to
the fore the inchoate needs of these critical parts of our
society so that we can build a level of social cohesion
that can be the platform for prosperity of our country.
For the left to earn the mantle of leadership of society –

and not just proclaim it – it could play a meaningful role
in working towards a social compact with all elements
of society. To raise core constituencies of the left from
the misery of their daily grind of poverty, hunger,
unemployment, crime and gender-based violence
requires for various strata of society to be mobilized
around a common programme. This would represent
the third and widest of concentric circles.
Modest as they may be, these steps are required even if
they are anathema to mainstream thinking in the left.
We require what Roberto Unger, who served in Lula’s
and Rouseff ’s cabinet, called escaping the dictatorship
of no alternatives – be this in the economic and social
spheres, or even political and ideological levelxi.

DR Y ABBA OMAR, part of the Indlulamithu 2030 SA
Scenarios project http://sascenarios2030.co.za/, writes in
his personal capacity.
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Social Justice AND
The Ideological
Orientation of South
Africa’s Legal Dispensation
■ A better South Africa cannot be realized if we continue to be blind to

inequality and poverty implications of our day to day decisions. This
includes legal and policy making processes, incorporating litigation and
judgements. In other words, if we continue making decisions, laws and
policies that are social justice impact unconscious, ending inherited race,
gender, disability and other forms of structural inequality will remain a
pipe dream.
By Prof Thuli Madonsela

A

KEY question asked at a
recent NADEL conference
themed “Poverty, Inequalities
and Corruption, Symptoms of a State
in Gradual Collapse”, was whether
South Africa’s inherited legal system
is fit for purpose or a hindrance
to advancement of South Africa’s
Constitutional vision.
Underlying a session I participated
in was a theme that principally
explored whether the South African
legal framework had the capacity to
effectively advance the social justice promised in the
Constitution, given its ideological orientation.
Key questions included the capacity of received
common law precepts developed in times of slavery
and legalised discrimination on grounds such as gender,
race, and disability. Were these fit for purpose regarding

the achievement of equality and
freedom for all. Issues raised
included the ability of the legal
framework to embrace the humanity
of all, particularly by ensuring access
to justice for all and fair treatment of
all both in terms of judicial processes
and outcomes. To achieve fairness,
the justice system had to breach
the chasm between law and justice,
which was part of the inherited legal
architecture.
The essence of the discourse was
whether there can be a better South
Africa without social justice.
Loosely defined, social justice is about recognising the
humanity of all regardless of difference and legacies
of historical injustice. Ultimately, social justice entails
just and fair access to all opportunities, resources,
and privileges in society and an equally fair and just

9
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distribution of burdens. In other words, a socially just
system should not make it easier for some and more
onerous for others to bloom.
My view was and still is that today is better than yesterday.
But a better South Africa for all is not attainable if we
continue approaching the design and implementation
of laws, policies and plans the way we’ve done in the
first 25 years of democracy and before then.
A better South Africa cannot be realized if we continue
to be blind to inequality and poverty implications
of our day to day decisions. This includes legal and
policy making processes, incorporating litigation and
judgements. In other words, if we continue making
decisions, laws and policies that are social justice impact
unconscious, ending inherited race, gender, disability
and other forms of structural
inequality will remain a pipe
dream. In the legal system, this
includes rethinking the inherited
common law principles and
rules, among others, deployed to
win cases in a manner that feeds
on and reinforces historical
disparities.

10

On project completion, the Municipality refused to pay
arguing that the instruction to proceed was not given
in writing as the contract prescribed. The court upheld
the municipality’s argument and the technicality that
the Gs company had no locus standi, as they were a
subcontractor thus had no legal relationship with the
Municipality. With the court having upheld what I
believe was unjust, unfair and unethical, the Gs came to
the Public Protector for protection. After the Eastern
Cape Team sent them back on the ground that a court
had spoken, my Deputy and I heard the G’s appeal
during the outreach programme I had initiated to take
Public Protector Services to remote communities to
enhance access services.
Avoiding second-guessing the courts, which would
have been unconstitutional, the Public Protector
investigation
canvassed
a
previously uncanvassed issue of
proper conduct in state affairs
as per the Public Protector’s
mandate under section 182 of
the Constitution. After asking
the standard questions of what
happened, what should have
happened, is there a discrepancy
between the two and if so, is
such discrepancy justifiable and
if not, was someone harmed
and if someone or a group was
harmed, how do we place them
as close as possible to where
they would have been if the state
had acted properly as envisaged
in section 182 read with section
195 of the Constitution?

A better South Africa
cannot be realized if we
continue to be blind to
inequality and poverty
implications of our day to
day decisions. This includes
legal and policy making
processes, incorporating
litigation and judgements.

In a world where people are
unequal or different, treating
them the same or applying a one
size fits all approach may end up
being not only unjust, but cruel.
Let us take the case of Mr and
Mrs G, real people, who sought
refuge in the courts and later
the Public Protector after their
small construction business was
ruined by a municipality’s refusal
to pay on the ground of a legal
technicality. Thinking about it, how many cases are won
on legal technicalities? Is this just, asked High Court
Judge, Nelisa Mali, during a Human Rights Democracy
Dialogue (referred to as a #Demologue) and Social
Justice M-Plan Café co-hosted by Thuma-Foundation
and University of Stellenbosch’s Social Justice Research
Chair, on Human Rights Day, March 21, 2019.

Mr and Mrs G got the wrong end of the stick because
of unconscious use of old skins to hold the new
wine that is the new Constitution. Half way through
constructing RDP houses for a municipality in the
capacity of a subcontractor, a local government
representative advised that project monies had dried out
but authorised completion of the project on agreement
that payment for the outstanding top structure (roofing
for me and you), would be made at the beginning of the
next fiscal year.

The finding was that the state
acted improperly by misusing
funds meant for the RDP project and by not issuing
instructions in writing and ultimately by using a
technicality based on its own maladministration to
refuse to pay for work done. The remedial action was
an order that the Municipality should pay the capital
debt with interest. After writing a letter to the Public
Protector accepting the findings and undertaking to pay,
the Municipality changed when the Mayor changed and
refused to pay. When the report was taken on review,
the court found in favour of government, which I’ve
been told was with the Public Protector’s support. Was
the decision that a small business should lose out on
the money it spent, just, fair and in line with values
underpinning our Constitution? You be the judge.
After hearing the story of the Gs, how many would take
the risk of going to court. This brings me to the question
of access to justice. Justice Minister Dullar Omar was
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very clear in Justice Vision 2000, that access to justice
transcends physical access. Executive minded decisions
have long been regarded as unjust. But injustice is not
always due to executive mindedness. In many cases,
injustice is perpetrated when those dispensing justice
worship at the altar of rules and not justice and lose the
person in blind focus on the system.
But sometimes the system is too tight even for a
quintessentially liberal judge. After all, the rule of
law requires a certain amount of predictability of
litigation outcomes. In such cases, the creativity of
judges requires them to revisit the rules, question the
ideological underpinnings of underlying assumptions
and check such against the social justice and other
human rights imperatives in the constitution. This is
what Judge President Mlambo stated. He refused to be
Pontius Pilate, in the face of soul breaking injustice in
the auctioning of people’s homes and other immovable
properties in bank foreclosures against mortgage
defaulters.
What drove Justice Mlambo was an understanding
that the law should serve justice and not injustice.
He understood that the blind application of facially
neutral rules and practices without looking at different
circumstances of those impact can cause gross
injustice. He noted that the majority of lenders were
historically advantaged financial institutions while the
majority of defaulters were historically disadvantaged
black people. He also noted that auctioning without a
reserve then asking the defaulter to pay the difference
was grossly unfair and unjust. He also observed that the
auctioneering process was irrationally stuck in the 19th
century when the city was a single street small town
and the disputants being a handful of merchants who
regularly visited the auction notices obscurely placed in
court.
He surmised that the practice did no justice to anyone
accept the few bargain hunters who thrive on the
opacity that surrounds auctions. His conclusions
on the disparate impact of the foreclosure rules and
related practices, was equally reached by the Thuma
Foundation, which had then teamed up with the
Stellenbosch Social Justice Chair and Law Clinic to
approach Standard Bank about the problem. One of
the issues discussed and agreed on was the irrationality
of losing homes and land for small loans only to find
that those who buy at auctions are already landed or
foreigners thus exacerbating pre-existing land, other
property and housing disparities in subversion of the
constitutional injunction in section 25, to advance
equitable distribution of land. To spot and address the
injustice, Justice Mlambo needed a social justice centric
ideological leaning. The question is are his colleagues
cut from the same cloth? What about the law makers?

▲

Flyer advertising the Thuma
Foundation’s Democracy
Dialogue on Human Rights,
held on 21 March 2019.

Beyond the ideological leanings or proclivities of
individual lawyers and judges, is the legal system as a
whole grounded on an ideological orientation that
is aligned with the constitutional vision. Is it a tool
that embraces the social justice dimension of the
constitutional promise? Does the law expand the
frontiers of freedom and equal enjoyment of all human
rights for all as declared in the Vienna Declaration of
1993?
As someone who grew up as a Marxist-Leninist, my
glib answer would be that the ideological orientation
of South Africa’s dispensation is capitalist and because
of such it cannot be a midwife for social justice. But
knowing what I now know as a social justice practitioner
that would be a lazy answer. My current work focuses
on combatting poverty and structural inequality by
using the SDG and NDG opportunities to mobilize
academic and civil society, including business resources,
to design and review policies to improve their social
justice impact. Support activities include funding an
ambitious social justice agenda.
I’m also involved in the Thuma Foundation, a social
movement vehicle that fosters democracy literacy and
leadership to ensure democracy works for all. One
of Thuma’s game changing projects is the Thuma
Enterprising Communities initiative which empowers
communities to translate global and national goals
into community and personal goals while facilitating
partnerships with business and government to end
poverty and reduce structural inequality by 2030 (SDG
1, 5 and 10).
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My work is undergirded by the belief that the law is
both a mirror of and shaper of societal values. I further
believe that the shadow of the law transcends the
courtroom. I’ve also learned that the law principally
reflects the vision, values, hopes, fears and interests of
the drafters.
For example the Promotion of Equality and Prevention
of Unfair Discrimination Act No4 of 2000 (Equality
Act), was drafted by human rights activists, such as Dr
Barney Pitjana, who subscribe to the notion of justice
as transcending just us and is essentially about justice
for all. The Equality Act, which includes chapter 5
seeks to proactively eradicate inherited structural and
systemic racial, gender, disability and related disparities
as a legacy of the past. The paradigm influencing the
drafters was that the antidiscrimination provisions of
the Act, could not address the inherited accumulated
advantages and disadvantages that keep some on
higher socio-economic ground and some in the valley
regarding the same.
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The thinking further included an understanding that
socio-economic inclusion efforts should leave no one
behind in all facets of the economy and life
The inclusion of Chapter 5 in the Equality Act was
resisted by those that believed that by the stroke of
the new progressive constitution all were now equal
and that the free market meant there was now fair
competition between the historically advantaged and
disadvantaged. Once the bill was passed the resistance
shifted to Treasury where officials inherited from the
old system resisted the implementation of chapter 5.
A Regulatory Impact Assessment was later conducted
by a Department of Justice official also from the old
system, who found the Act to impose burdens on
business that pose a regulatory risk. A telling factor is
that the RIA regulatory burdens were not raised about
the Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment
Act, which was piloted in out of the blue without the
rigorous public process of the Equality Act. Notable is
the regulatory burden of BEE on small businesses and
its assimilationist approach to economic inclusion.
There is no gainsaying that each group of actors, both
the drafters and those that resisted the implementation
of the Equality Act, were informed by their ideological
leanings. But one thing for sure, both appear to have
assumed that the breed of capitalism that South Africa
inherited had a capacity to allow racial and gender
restructuring. Of course some may have felt that such
was unnecessary. At the NADEL conference, a question
was asked whether the economic model itself is fit for
the purpose of enabling the unmaking of the colonial
and apartheid legacy of social stratification.

The answer from all sides was no. While a few said
the answer lies in the pursuit of socialism, many
accepted that socialism pilots had also succumbed to
the iron law of oligarchy or its inevitability. Those who
argued for socialism to even challenge the ideological
underpinnings of the Constitution, including its
framing of the property clause in section 25, which they
said was fundamentally pro the inherited status quo.
Many argued for jettisoning the fundamentals of the
current legal framework and replacing it with one
that fosters some form of social democracy, which
in turn would foster conscious capitalism. Embedded
in the argument was the need to decolonise and
depatriachize the ideological underpinnings of the law
and its institutions. The judges present, among them
Mlambo, JP, and Constitutional Court Justice Madlanga,
reminded us though, that a lot can be done through
liberal interpretation of current laws and judges using
their rule making power to effect change in favour of
social justice.
My view was that we need to do both liberal
interpretation of existing legal rules in a manner that
reduces inequality and poverty and also consider an
equivalent of the Roman Twelve Tables exercise. The
Roman Twelve Tables exercise came about as the result
of a continued struggle between the upper and lower
classes, resulting in a board of ten men appointed to
draw up a set of laws in 451 BC. A similar exercise
would seek to review everything through the prism
of the society we want to become as envisaged in the
Constitution.
That structural and systemic inequality is a threat to
sustainable democracy can no longer be denied. The
relative success of the racially divisive Bell Pottinger
White Monopoly Capital Campaign during the Public
Protector state capture investigation is an example of
the potency of extreme poverty and inequality as a
polarising tool. As long as there is injustice somewhere
there can’t be sustainable peace. The Catherine Viner:
Editor of the Guardian Weekly says: “Extreme
inequality is one of the biggest drivers behind the
political shocks we have seen in the last few years....”
Recent scholarship also suggests that Rome fell not
only because of corruption but primarily because of
the fight back of the poor.
The World Bank and International Monetary Fund
(IMF) further see socio-economic inclusion as essential
for sustainable economic growth and development.
Socioeconomic exclusion is an impediment to
economic growth primarily because it fosters structural
inefficiency in the economy and innovation spaces. With
many locked in historical social exclusion regarding
education, health, wealth and property distribution,
income, innovation, enterprise development, a
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significant portion of the population that could add to
the nation’s deployable human capital, is not optimally
deployed.
Promoting equality and more comprehensively, social
justice, therefore is not an act of altruism but an act of
self-preservation for society and the world. This was
the view that informed the adoption of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights by the United Nations.
It is the driving factor behind the UN Sustainable
Development Goals and the slogan “Leave No One
Behind”.
Additionally, structural inequality and poverty are
also at odds with our constitution and international
human rights obligations. Our Constitution enjoins
us to journey towards the achievement of equality. It
further promises all that the society we are building is
one where everyone’s potential
shall be freed and life improved.
It tops this up with basic
entitlements for all citizens and
others, including basic rights
such as access to water, food,
health services and education
and supports this vision of
society with a carefully designed
state architecture, diffused state
power anchored in cooperative
governance,
transparency,
participation,
accountability
and putting the people and the
constitution first.

are poor, this translates into poor access to education,
health and nutrition, justice, social security, the economy
and other opportunities and privileges in society.
More heart-breaking is that the next generation and
that which follows are likely to be trapped in poverty
unless a disruption occurs. This is because poverty and
inequality operate exponentially.
What has gone wrong? Despite some of its
ambivalences, the constitution provides a framework
with enormous potency for transformation in favour
of social justice and shared prosperity. However, its
implementation has been hamstrung by a thinking that
old skins are fit to hold new wine when it comes to
generic laws not designed to advance equality. Even
with equality laws, there’s insufficient systems thinking.
For example, BEE and Employment Equity Laws
assume that work place inequality can be entirely fixed
through economic laws. That’s
not true because everything in
society impacts on everything
elsewhere. Incidentally, apartheid
architects such as Verwoerd
were excellent systems thinking
thinkers
who
understood
societal complexities. They
tinkered everywhere to support
their preferred societal structure.
Corruption has played its role in
exacerbating the situation and
so has maladministration and
constrained access to justice for
many.

Ultimately, a sustainable

better South Africa is not

possible without significant
advancement in ending

poverty and inequality.

Is a better life not possible without equality? In other
words is a better life possible when some are left
behind? There is no doubt in my mind that today is
better than yesterday for all. This is true even if in
minuscule ways such as the right not to be called names
and to vote for some. But we must admit that for many
a significant better life is currently a case of a dream
deferred. I must say that for those enjoying the fruits of
democracy, their better life is not sustainable. In Zulu
we say “Indlala Ibanga ulaka”. Another African proverb
saying “A hungry Child burns the village down” has similar
connotations. We saw such hunger and anger (hanger)
during fees must fall. There’s far too many hard working
people that are poor, hungry, malnourished and trapped
in social immobility.
Of the 64.2% person’s classified by law as Africans who

Ultimately, a sustainable better South Africa is not
possible without significant advancement in ending
poverty and inequality. Realigning our pathways with the
society we want to become, should start with interpreting
current laws and policies with a socially conscious mind
while considering a Twelve Tables like exercise that
seeks to ensure full alignment between the future we
want and the legal and policy pathways we choose. Each
generation has an opportunity and privilege to improve
its life and that of future generations. It’s our turn to
make a new dawn a sustainable reality for all.

PROF THULI MADONSELA is Law Trust Chair in Social Justice, Stellenbosch University and Founder: Thuma
Foundation and Social Justice M-Plan.
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#FeesMustFall’s
Ideological
Battleground
Formations
■ The workers and students’ alliance was consolidated on the strength of

three different ideologies which are Black consciousness, Black feminism
and Marxism. The alliance was formed at the behest of workers
and students fighting for a decent wage, the abolition of tuition fees,
University transformation, and the insourcing of all university labour
services.

14

By Ashley Nyiko Mabasa

O

N 6 October 2016, a
group of resilient students
and workers gathered at
the Matrix shopping centre at the
University of the Witwatersrand
(Wits) under the banner of a
movement called Workers Solidarity.
They started a massive protest
that moved to the Senate House
(renamed Solomon Mahlangu
House) to face the veranda of the
Vice- Chancellor’s office.
These events occurred after a
relentless project against outsourcing of the University’s
labour service, sub-contracting and ill-treatment of
workers. Here I will reflect on student and worker
alliances during the struggle to end outsourcing of
services at the University of the Witwatersrand, drawing
on my experience and position within the student
movement i.e. political subjectivity, consciousness and
ideology.

The students started to organise
themselves under their respective
political formations, namely the
Progressive Youth Alliance (PYA),
which is an alliance comprising
of the African National Congress
Youth League (ANCYL), the Young
Communist League of South Africa
(YCLSA), and the South African
Students Movement (SASCO).
Students started organising along
these lines on the 14th of October
2015, a week after the 6 October
2015 protest. On 14 October
2015 they barricaded Wits Main campus early in the
morning and consolidated their mass support base.
The University was subsequently shut-down and all
academic programmes cancelled.
The #FeesMustFall movement was inspired by the
emergence of the #RhodesMustFall at the University
of Cape Town. The demands by the #FeesMustFall
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▲

Wits University... where it all started.

movement predates current activism, though its
articulation changed over the past years since the
1968 formation of South Africa Student Organisation
(SASO). This struggle for free education was
informed by three categories of ideologies – the Black
consciousness, radical black feminism and Marxist
activists1. Looking at the way these different strengths
of ideologies prevailed I argue that at the centre of
the students’ demands was a rejection of neo-liberal
capitalism and market orientated University education.
The students and the workers viewed the fee increment
and outsourcing of the predominantly black workers as
ethically reprehensible. Henceforth, they aligned mainly
because the University, without cleaning services, would
be ungovernable and automatically be dysfunctional.
In other words, the notorious actions of the protesters
disrupted the normal operation of the University
system, which resulted in a shutdown.

Political reflection: Students and workers’ alliance

The students and workers alliance emerged from a
history tied to the way the workers were treated since the
University made a U-turn in 1999 when it outsourced
cleaning staff. I view the struggle of the workers as
intertwined with our struggle for free education, hence
#FeesMustFall merged the workers’ demands and our
demands as students. Clearly, we just need to understand
the power of working-class solidarity in the struggle.
The power relations within the university space shaped
the alliance between students and workers. In other
words, the power balance within the University relied
on the organisational power of the subaltern group poor workers and students shaped the class alliance
between workers and students.

Again, the workers and students’ alliance was
consolidated on the strength of three different ideologies
which are Black consciousness, Black feminism and
Marxism. The alliance was formed at the behest of
workers and students fighting for a decent wage, the
abolition of tuition fees, University transformation, and
the insourcing of all university labour services. This
made these three different ideologies to converge.
The #FeesMustfFall protest emerged as a broad front
which encompassed many ideological perspectives. The
protest expressed the broad interests of the students
and workers. A militant Black feminist group emerged
during the protest and assumed Mbokodo as its name.
It articulated a number of issues on gender and tackled
head on the marginalisation of women within the
movement.
Those who constituted Mbokodo were drawn from
different political allegiances as they appropriated
doeks as a symbol of protest and a rejection of being
silenced. The doek has a history symbolising women
subordination to patriarchy in many African contexts.
The feminists group contested power and asserted
sisterhood and the position of women within the
movement. This group became a natural ally of the
workers who are in the majority cleaners and women
that students viewed as their mothers.
Another group of students within the movement was
attached to the Marxist tradition and attributed high
tuition fees to capitalism, particularly in its neo-liberal
form. This group advocated for the decommodification
of education to address the tuition fees crisis. On the
other hand, there was a group inclined to Black radical
thought which advanced the demand for free education,
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decolonisation and the ending of outsourcing. This
group paid lip service to some of the issues raised by
the Mbokodos.

poverty as the main challenges in the post-apartheid
dispensation, and viewed these as being racialized and
gendered.

Notwithstanding the ideological differences, these
groups contested social and political space and
the leadership of the #FeesMustFall protest. The
emergence of a radical feminist movement marked a
shift in the politics of the student movement, particularly
at former white Universities such as University of
the Witwatersrand and University of Cape Town.
Previous campaigns have confined the gender issue to
representation and composition of political leadership
whilst the feminists elevated the debate to gender
relations within and outside universities, for example
gendered experiences of exploitation etc.

The University represented one such space where
this inequality prevailed. The ideological perspective
adopted by the #FeesMustFall protest lacked a coherent
political programme to guide the movement because of
divisions expressed by student political formations, i.e.
EFFSC and Progressive Youth Alliance.

The Economic Freedom Fighters Student Command
(EFFSC) attempted to drive the ideological perspective
of the #FeesMustFall movement. In one of the
#FeesMustFall movement debriefings they raised
issues central to decolonization, such as changing
the university building names, as well as decolonizing
pedagogy and the curriculum. The EFFSC overemphasized race domination whereas the PYA-led
Students Representative Council, which espoused
Marxist ideas, emphasised class
inequality and

Moreover, Democratic Alliance Student Organisation
(DASO) – the student movement aligned with
Democratic Alliance (DA) – was not clear in their
support for #FeesMustFall in 2015 and 2016. This came
as no surprise since the DA’s ideological direction points
to defending bourgeoisie liberal democracy notions
of individualism. In 2018, the DA’s Shadow minister
of Higher Education and Training, Belinda Bozzoli,
asserted that students who were part of #FeesMustFall
must face persecution for transgressing against the
liberal idea of the social contract. She contends:
“The aggression – ranging from intimidation of other people,
students and staff, through to looting of university property,
right down to burning down buildings such as bookshops, lecture
halls and residences – is a sign of very serious breakdown in the
social contract, and testimony to the fact that our institutions of

FOR A LOOK BEYOND THE HEADLINES
Read everything about the African National Congress,
brought to you unmediated by the African National Congress.

Featuring
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learning have become unpleasant and often frightening places to
learn and teach.” 2
However, #FeesMustFall defied DA’s conception of
the social contract premised on bourgeoisie liberal
democracy. #FeesMustFall Movement understood
at that time that revolutionary action was necessary
to challenge neo-liberal university policies and DA’s
conception of social contract through disruption
of classes and shutting the university down. DASO
continue to remain in the era of the 19th century which
was defined by European modernity and it’s notions of
civility.
After the 1789 French Revolution the reign of
monarchs and feudal churches was dismantled by the
collaboration effort of liberal bourgeois and the working
class and a new social contract was drawn that society
must be governed by Liberty, Equality and Fraternity.
This, the tenet of social contract defined by French
Revolution, excluded slaves and poor Europeans in
its understanding of a citizen. In the context of South
Africa, DA continues to embrace the social contract
that was racially defined and which historically excluded
the subalterns3.
Hence, they were hesitant to support the movement
for inclusive and free education for the poor. However,
DASO’s scepticism of #FeesMustFall resulted in their
(Neo) liberalism ideology not finding expression.
This is not to deny that liberals and individualists
were not part of the #FeesMustFall, but is to say that
(neo) liberalism ideas were not organised and did not
contribute to collective action.
Although driven by different ideological perspectives,
the black radical thought and Marxist inclined
perspective the students adopted the same conclusion
following a different trajectory. The demand of free
quality education, university transformation, insourcing
of the labour service and lowering of the tuition fees4
became the overarching demands. This later evolved
to free quality decolonised education. However, I
argue that the shortcoming of Black radical thought
perspective is that it is vacuous and nationalist and is
not amenable to the cessation of exploitation of the
workers. They demanded the restoration of workers’
dignity through expropriation of the land. Their
main limitation was that they viewed the University
bureaucracy as the main enemy instead of the system
driven by a hegemonic socio-economic structure of
neo-liberalism. Looking at the ideological contestation
between the EFFSC and PYA was an integral part of
the political struggle over the future of student politics
– reconfiguring the #FeesMustFall victory, winning of
the workers and students support including winning
Student Representative Council (SRC) elections.

The demand of free
quality education,
university transformation,
insourcing of the labour
service and lowering of
the tuition fees became the
overarching demands.
Race discourse was at the forefront amongst students
across ideological divide except the DA. Marxist
inclined students understood University red tape and
bureaucracy as systematic financial exclusion of the
majority of Black students in the neo-liberal University.
At the same time, they understood inequality as an
intersection of race and gender. They contended that
majority of students faced with financial and academic
challenges were Black and female. Meaning that
material conditions of students and workers cemented
the alliance.
The majority of the protestors were not informed by
social theory. They were not driven by revolutionary
literature such as Marxism5, Black radical thought or
feminist literature, to understand the material relations
between their oppression as Black students and
students from working class backgrounds. However,
this posed a limitation to the protest, for example, the
failure to adequately understand the struggle of the
workers by some of the students. Some of the students
distanced themselves from any political formation or
labour movement. This may be explained by the lack
of a clear coherent political programme and ideology
within the movement. However, the participation of
academic staff largely from Social Sciences and postgraduate students cemented the student leadership’s
understanding of outsourcing labour services and the
strategy to overcome it.

Ideology and collective subjectivity and strategy: students
and worker alliance

The reality is that the #FeesMustFall movement’s
ideological strengths produced a political strategy
and improved political consciousness with an aim
to transform social relations in our society. The
#FeesMustFall was predominated by Black students
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and Black workers, meaning the movement’s ideologies
and workers material conditions culminated in different
conditions. Hence, students and workers started their
dialogue on the basis of their material condition as black
workers and most of them women. The #FeesMustFall
movement needed the direct support of workers whilst
the workers required #FeesMustFall as a vehicle to
fight for insourcing and free education.
The consolidation of different strength of ideologies
shaped the movement’s collective political subjectivity
and strengthened workers and students’ alliance.
Not every students read the political literature or
revolutionary theories on how to guide protest
strategies and tactics. The PYA and EFF student
formations were able to influence the movement to be
inclusive in fighting the decolonisation of education,
decommodification and insourcing of all support staff
although they had different ideological orientations.
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I will try to explain this by drawing from the debate
in the late 1970’s between Archie Mafeje and Ruth
First on the aftermath of the 1976 student uprising
in South Africa. Archie Mafeje was a great intellectual
who, in 1968, was unfairly denied a senior lectureship
position at the University of Cape Town because of
apartheid discrimination laws. Ruth First was an organic
intellectual and truly committed activist in the struggle
against apartheid – she also served as the National
Secretary of the Young Communist League of South
Africa (YCLSA). There are a number of issues raised
by Mafeje and First in this debate. The debate raises
a number of issues such as student-worker alliances;
Black consciousness; the two-stage revolution theory, to
questions on strategy and tactics. I find this debate even
more relevant in the current phase of our revolution
in terms of decolonisation, transformation, gender
equality and free education.
Nevertheless, I will put my focus on the aspects of
strategy and tactics as these are more relevant to the
#FeesMmustfFall movement in context to Wits workers
and students’ alliance. The practical approach to
political tactics within the #FeesMmustFall movement
vindicates Ruth First in this debate. She argues that
you do not have to understand the literature in order
to understand the struggle. Consciousness will develop
through experience during the struggle. On the other
hand, Mafeje’s argument sounds simple. He argues that
any revolutionary practice requires a guiding theory, a
coherent political programme, and a clear strategy. He
expected student movements to have a perfect and
clear plan before embarking on political action.
It is important to engage in this scholarly debate
without dismissing a need for theory to guide political
action. It is not always necessary to have a tight and

clearly outlined political programme to engage in
political action. In other words, there is no such thing
as a perfect revolution with a predetermined destiny. As
First puts it: “every revolution begins by asserting often fairly
minimalist, immediate demands” 6 and the full confrontation
with state power gradually expands to a full-scale.
My experience in the #FeesMustFall protest clearly
shows that in practice, protesters understood Ruth
First very well: one does not need a perfect strategy and
tactics to engage in political action. My experience with
PYA student mass protests is that of real leaders of the
student movement who despise politics of abstinence,
always reflect theory.
The #FeesMustFall leaders did not care much about
finding any right theory to guide organising of workers
and students alliance. They understood that the
minimalist and immediate demands for student financial
aid formed part of the broader struggle against the
outsourced labour service. The protesters did not crack
their heads in attempts to theorise the dialectical links
between the students’ struggle and how these were part
of the broader struggle against the outsourcing of the
workers.
The #FeesMustFall protesters, in a practical way,
rejected Mafeje’s conceptualisation of a successful
revolution. Ruth First terms Mafeje’s approach ‘abstract
theoreticist reservations’ as advocated by arm-chair
revolutionary intellectuals like Archie Mafeje’. Without
reading First students understood her when she said:
“revolutionary programmes have to be won not only in the head,
but in the streets, towns, factories and countryside [and campuses],
and by engaging in the struggle, not abstaining from it because it
does not start with perfected long-term programme” 7. Students
and the workers understood Ruth First well, some
even without reading her. The workers and students’
alliance was forged on the basis of collective political
subjectivity.
The reality is that we cannot avoid the significance
of the workers’ contribution in the #FeesMustFall
movement. They were not passive observers in the
redress of University systems. They consolidated their
struggles against fee increments and outsourcing of
University labour services. Ultimately Wits University,
the University of Cape Town, Rhodes University and
the University of Pretoria reached an agreement with
the students and workers in principle to insource all
outsourced workers in 2016, years after the universities
committed to insource the university’s marginalised
workers.
After a year, Former President Jacob Zuma in the
ANC 54th National Congress at Nasrec announced
that government will provide free higher education to
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students with below R350 000 combined house hold
income. This was a historic victory for students and
those who advanced the fight for free high education
from SASO days.
The students and workers’ alliance showed commitment
in combating the social injustice posed by the University
system. In other words, the workers and students are
not passive observers of transformation discourse.
#FeesMustfFall movement opened debate about the
higher education funding crisis. The student movement
did not dismiss the working-class participation in its
transformation agenda.

ASHLEY NYIKO MABASA is Wits SRC Secretary General. He holds a Masters Student of Labour and Economic
Sociology (Wits University)

NOTES
1 Black Consciousness according to Steve Biko is to “end of the process real black people, who do not regard
themselves as appendages to white society. Some will charge that we are racist, but these people are using exactly
the values we reject. We do not have the power to subjugate anyone. Racism does not only imply exclusion of one
race by another—it always presupposes that exclusion is for purposes of subjugation. Blacks have had enough
experience as objects of racism not to wish to turn the tables”. ( Leatt, James & Kniel, Theo and Nurnberger, Klaus,
1986).
2 BusinessDay, “Destructive Fees Must Fall protests cost universities R786m” 08 August 2018
3 Subaltern referring to the marginalized which in this context includes the poor and the working class.
4 In essence the students first demanded the lowing of the tuition fees and later demanded after the former President
Jacob Zuma demanded that all universities not to increase fees the students then demanded that the free fees
universities.
5 Marxism “is that form of socialism which draws inspiration for its analysis and strategy from the thought of Karl
Marx. All Marxist are socialists, but not all socialists are Marxists” (Leatt, James & Kniel, Theo and Nurnberger,
Klaus. 1986).
6 First Ruth, After Soweto: A response, 1978
7 First Ruth, After Soweto: A response, 1978
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Indicators and
Possibilities of
Progress
■ Whether our problems will ever get to zero is a problem we will always

worry about. Even if we make much progress, we will surely discover
more hazards to rectify and new ways to enrich our lives and deepen our
democracy.
By Professor Muxe Nkondo
20

I

F YOU follow headlines,
South Africa appears to be
sinking
into
corruption,
violence, and chaos. But if you
read closely, the trends beneath
the skin of things, you discover
that our democracy is becoming
more vigilant and resilient. Such
progress is no accident; it is the
gift of a coherent and inspiring
value system, a social imaginary
that most South Africans embrace
without even realising it.
With
the
Commission
of
Inquiry into State Capture, the Arms Deal back in
court, testimonies and representations before the
Parliamentary Constitutional Committee on Land
Expropriation without Compensation, the National
Prosecuting Authority and the Hawks probing
allegations of corruption in high places – all that after
recalling two presidents in succession – the ANC-led
government is giving democracy a chance. For all the
gory headlines, lurid scandals of the high and mighty,
unspeakable violence against women and children,
sceptical Vision 2030 scenarios about a ‘floundering false
dawn,’ there are accomplishments to savour (South
African Scenarios 2030). The Constitutional Court
processes are hegemonizing the rich tradition of
‘punishment and responsibility’ or ‘responsibility and fault’, and

augmenting the rule of law (Hart,
2007; Honore, 1999; Sunstein,
2001).
Conflicts and contestations are
channelled into consensus-building
deliberative structures that allow
government to circumvent flaws of
human nature. Yet at the same time,
millions live in extreme poverty.
In poor communities, millions are
malnourished, thousands die of
AIDS, Grade 4 learners perform
below international standards.
Every year, hundreds are killed in
car accidents, women and children raped, a number
murdered. And one can only imagine how many people
are clinically depressed, some of whom die by suicide.
Is the ANC-led government failing?
The United States of America suffers from more than
three thousand hate crimes a year, and more than
fifteen thousand homicides. Every year about 40 000
Americans become so desperately depressed that they
commit suicide (Pinker, 2018). And, of course, the
problems that span the entire globe are formidable.
Almost every day a new study reports high and rising
inequalities. The twentieth-century income distribution
system has broken down. Oxfam estimated that in 2015
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just about sixty individuals owned as much wealth as the
bottom of humanity, against 388 individuals in 2010.
These may be rough-and-ready estimates, but no one
seriously questions the trend or order of magnitude
(Standing, 2017).
My point in presenting the state of the world in this
way is to emphasise that progress is not utopia, and that
there is room – indeed, an imperative – for us in South
Africa to continue the progress we have made since the
democratic transition in 1994. If we can sustain the
positive trends in the last twenty-five years, our situation
will surely improve. Whether our problems will ever get
to zero is a problem we will always worry about. Even
if we make much progress, we will surely discover more
hazards to rectify and new ways to enrich our lives and
deepen our democracy. The ‘New Dawn’ is an ongoing
process of discovery and progress.

1. Sources and Forms of Resistance to
Fundamental Change

a) A serious threat to progress is the neo-liberal
counter-movement that seeks to recolonise us
in subtle ways: recolonization, sustained and
carried by constellations of political, corporate,
and knowledge elites. But isn’t it possible to make
capitalism work for the many rather than the few?
(Standing, 2017; Young, 2016). Perhaps the time is
now to begin focusing on the central problem of
neoliberal capitalism – the tendency of great wealth
to transform itself into political power that corrupts
the political process and generates policies, laws,
and regulations favouring the rich – and suggest
innovative and implementable solutions.
b) The Fourth Industrial Revolution is ushering in
an era of rapid communication as well as swift
flow and exchange of ideas. But an opposite
fear has risen, that the revolution provides too
much development and freedom for the rich and
information literate, as well as sophistication of
inequalities against the democratic institutions that
are designed to circumvent them. By valorising
elite power – generated and sustained through elite
knowledge corporate and political networks – the
recolonization currents overlook the sovereignty of
the people and the primacy of agency.
c) Fortunately, by the design of the Constitution, power
is mediated through a range of institutions. The
President, for instance, is not a rotating monarchy.
The President presides over a distributed network
of power and influence that usher in individual
leaders and carries out the business of government
under real-world constraints which cannot be easily
erased by reactionary and subversive forces or the
willingness of “the big man.”

A serious threat to progress
is the neo-liberal countermovement that seeks to
recolonise us in subtle ways:
recolonization, sustained
and carried by constellations
of political, corporate, and
knowledge elites.
It includes elected legislators, who have to
respond to constituents and lobbyists, judges with
reputations of probity to uphold, and functionaries
who are required for the management of their
departments (Sunstein, 2001). Also constraining
the President are provincial and local tiers of
government, which are closest to the facts on the
ground – involving, among other things, water,
sanitation, housing, transport, electricity and
security. The deeper question, however, is whether
the reactionary forces, whatever the damage they
do in the short term, represent the shape of things
to come.
d) As with climate change sceptics who claim to
be vindicated by a cloud burst, it’s easy to over
interpret recent events. For one thing, the anticorruption campaign is a referendum on the ANC.
It is a depth-sounding for a sustained commitment
to the rule of law and the sovereignty of the
people. But far more important than the political
events, are the social trends that have fostered a
strong democratic temper, and foretell the future.
Most of all is the likelihood that the inclusive and
deliberative practises, when they do what they
are supposed to do, instil respect for vetted fact,
reasoned consensus, and mutual recognition across
differences of all sorts, and so innoculate people
against cynicism and scepticism.

2. The Case for Progress

a) Over a century ago the ANC set in motion a
tradition of deliberation and mobilisation to
improve our situation. At the time, cynics and
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The expansion of participation
throughout society was reflected
in markedly higher levels of selfconsciousness and self-assertion
on the part of workers, women,
students, and the Khoisan –
all of whom became organised
in new ways in an attempt to
achieve what they considered to
be their appropriate share of
citizenship and its rewards.
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sceptics said, “It will not work.” But now we can say
that it has worked against massive local and global
forces: electoral democracy and the rule of law
vindicating the possibility of progress by charting
ways in which South African society has been
getting better. Certainly, change that takes place at
the same time scale of the headlines, will always
show more downs than ups. However, the last
twenty-five years have shown that solutions create
new problems.
b) The democratic surge manifested itself in a variety
of ways. The overall picture is that of a sharp
increase in political activity. The proliferation
of opposition parties, by providing alternative
policy positions, broadened political participation.
These years, of course, also saw an upswing in
other forms of political participation in the form
of marches, strikes, protests, rolling mass action,
demonstrations, “cause” organisations (such
as Landless People’s Movement, privatisation,
Nothing About us Without Us, E-tolls, Not In
My Name, Rhodes-Must-Fall and Fee-Must-Fall
movements).
The expansion of participation throughout
society was reflected in markedly higher levels of
self-consciousness and self-assertion on the part
of workers, women, students, and the Khoisan
– all of whom became organised in new ways in

an attempt to achieve what they considered to
be their appropriate share of citizenship and its
rewards. The results of their efforts, however, were
testimony to difficulties that the government has
had in responding to pressures of these groups to
assimilate into the political, social, and economic
system in spite of attempts to incorporate members
of those groups into political leadership structures.
This concern over equality did not, of course,
easily transmit itself into widespread reduction of
inequality in society.
c) The causes of persistent inequality in the last
twenty-five years could conceivably be, first,
either permanent or transitory, or, second, either
peculiar to South African society or more generally
pervasive throughout emerging post-colonial
economies. The democratic surge, on the other
hand, might be the result of deep-seated aspirations
that are producing changes in the South African
political consciousness and that are affecting other
post-colonial societies. Or it could be the product
of rapid social and cultural change or upheaval
consequent upon the demise of apartheid, which in
itself is transitory and whose political consequences
will hence eventually fade – that is, it could be the
product of immediate and not necessarily lasting
results of change. In addition, given some of the
similarities which appeared to exist between the
political temper and movements of the last twentyfive years and earlier apartheid periods, especially
in the seventies and eighties, it is possible that
the democratic surge may be reflecting a dynamic
working itself out on a recurring or cyclical basis,
the product of a mixture of factors, permanent
and transitory, specific and general (Nkondo, 2014;
Hyslop, 1999, Zuerin, 2011).
d) But when we stand back from these setbacks, we
see that the indicators of progress are incremental
and cumulative: none is cyclical, with gains reliably
cancelled by losses. Fortunately, improvements
build on one another. A more deliberative society
can better afford to strengthen its political and
social institutions, teach children, heal the sick,
and house the landless and homeless. A better
politically educated and deliberative society cares
about poverty, unemployment, and socioeconomic
inequality, indulges fewer corrupt individuals and
politicians, no matter how mighty, wealthy and wellconnected, and reduces racial, ethnic, and gender
conflict.
e) With the political power that we have accumulated
over a century, underpinned by the Constitutional
Court and a vigilant electorate, we should facilitate
radical transformation of our social and economic
order. Of course, apartheid legacies linger in a
few benighted backwaters, but not even the most
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worrying worrywart or worry gut, not even the most
vicious cynic, expects a comeback of apartheid.

3. The South African Social Imaginary and
the Index of Progress: Critical Elements

a) How deeply have the currents of the struggle for
freedom flown since 1912? Can they suddenly
come to a halt or go in reverse? The history of
democratic struggles provides an opportunity to
confront these questions (Deonandan, 2007).
Of course, the numbers in a dataset cannot be
interpreted as a direct read-out of the underlying
risk of deepening poverty, intergenerational
unemployment, and enduring injustice. The
historical reality is scanty when it comes to estimating
any change in the likelihood of progress. To make
sense of sparse data in a world where history plays
out once, we need to supplement the numbers
with knowledge about the creative energies for
the arduous struggle against recolonization, since,
in the spirit of deliberative democracy, progress
begins in the minds and hearts of men and women.
b) South Africans derive normative order from a deep
understanding of the nature of their society and
humanity. Starting from precolonial times, this idea
has come more and more to dominate our political
thinking, and the way we imagine ourselves in the
world. It starts off as a conception of what political
society is, that is, what it is in aid of and how it
comes to be. (The Freedom Charter, 1955; Taylor,
2007; Khoza, 2005; Asante, 1996; Battle, 2009;
Boon, 2007).
c) This philosophy justified the revolution against
settler colonialism, which made this a moral
imperative (Mandela, 1995; Tambo, 1987; Lembede,
1669; Luthuli, 1962, Plaatjie, 1996; Biko, 1996;
Pogrund, 1990; Mbeki, 2015; Maharaj, 2001 ). Later
on down the line, the notions of order, obligation,
and solidarity were woven into strategies and
tactics, including their relations to land, as reflected
in the current policy shift to land expropriation
without compensation. In the process, they came
to be intricate with a wide range of basic needs
and fundamental rights (The Constitution of the
Republic of South Africa, 1996).
d) To be sure, the norm is sometimes honoured in the
breach. This would seem to confirm the cyclical
view that until we have a fully inclusive democracy,
deliberative processes are insufficient and will be
flouted with impunity. But laws within a democratic
society are flouted with impunity at times. Indeed,
laws within a democratic society are flouted, yet
an imperfect democratic law is much better than
apartheid law, no matter how efficiently enforced.

South Africans derive
normative order from a
deep understanding of the
nature of their society and
humanity.
The demise of state legislated violence is still a
magnificent example of progress.
e) But not so long ago it was border wars,
assassinations, and unmarked graves that were
considered worthy to die for. Apartheid state
killings were glorious, thrilling, spiritual, heroic,
patriotic, manly – cleansing rituals and purgatives
for apartheid warlords. Today, the idea that it is
inherently noble for the state to kill strikes us as the
raving of a lunatic.
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4. Access to information and Knowledge as a
Measure of Progress

a) The ability to access information, in a knowledge
economy, is central to mastering the intellectual
environment and as such is a fundamental part of the
concept of progress. However, despite preliminary
surveys of information literacy in South Africa, it
has been very difficult to measure the extent of
access to information in South Africa. Castells
has made some preliminary efforts to estimate
how many South Africans can access information
through available technologies. Abundant data
exists on basic literacy and numeracy, but they
don’t feature as traits in the progress index. The
evidence of how many South Africans can access
information, and using appropriate technologies is
fragmentary and open to competing interpretations;
and the need to make allowance for the partialness
of changes. What Castells is firm about is that
information literacy in South Africa is higher than
in other parts of Africa, but quite below that of
advanced economies (Castells, 2003).
b) The coup de grace is legislation that makes
education free for the poor. And that brings us to
yet another indicator of progress, the expansion of
access to knowledge. The supernova of information
and communication technology will continue
to redefine what it means to be South African in
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the world today, and what it takes to make things
happen.

5. Measuring Progress in Social Relations

a) Quick surveys on racism, sexism, ethnicity, and
elitism over the past twenty-five years would show
that these attitudes have undergone a fundamental
shift toward tolerance and mutual respect, with
institutional prejudices fading.
b) No form of progress is inevitable, but the historical erosion of apartheid is more than a change in
rhetoric. It seems to be pushed along the tide of
inclusive democracy. In an increasingly inclusive
society, South Africans rub shoulders, do business
together, and find themselves in the same boat with
other kinds of people, and that tends to make them
more sympathetic to one another. Also, people are
forced to justify the way they treat other people,
rather than dominating them out of instinctive racist resentment, and any justification for prejudiced
treatment will crumble under legal and social scrutiny. Certainly, these forces cannot prevail over the
long term against the tug of the democratic surge.
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c) To be aware of our country and its history, of the
diversity and the potential integration of cultures
and knowledge systems, of the limitations and
triumphs of our constitutional democracy – such
awareness will truly lift us to a higher place of
consciousness. It is a gift of belonging to a social
imaginary, to a people with a long history of
courage, vision, public integrity, and reverence for
freedom.

6. The Way Forward: Building a Capable
Developmental State

a) Government plays a critical role in the developmental
process, and constantly introduces policies, laws,
and reforms to direct and regulate fundamental
change. However, some of these interventions
have had limited impact. Policy implementation
failures reveal gaps in capabilities, and shortfalls in

the process of building a capable developmental
state.
b) Going forward, we should address these limitations
and policy gaps. Systematically, we should start
by providing evidence of the capability gaps that
currently exist, and show that the state lacks the
requisite level and kind of capabilities – particularly
related to technically exploitable knowledge and
work ethic. As a matter of urgency, we should
describe, in explicit detail, an implementation
process that government can use to escape the
capacity gaps. Such a process would empower both
the state and the people working in government to
find and apply solutions to current implementation
challenges. The implementation framework should
be structured in a practical manner – translated into
all the official languages – so that most people can
apply appropriate tools and ideas to the capability
challenges they face in their own contexts (Andrews,
2017).
c) Beyond mere critique of policy failure, we
should formulate a strategy and set of tactics
and mechanisms that we believe offer a coherent
roadmap for nurturing policy effectiveness. We
should propose mechanisms that begin with
generating locally nominated and prioritised
challenges, and that work iteratively to identify
effective implementation practices, in the process
working with an expanding community of policy
implementation practice to share and learn to scale.
Such an intervention would be problem-oriented,
collectively driven, iterative, outcomes focused. The
intervention would provide a detailed description
of the implementation realities, a pragmatic and
sustainable approach to the challenges, and a
collective commitment to building a broad-based
social movement that can adapt and respond
effectively to current and emerging policy
challenges.
PROF MUXE NKONDO is Chairperson of the Collins Chabane Foundation and Rixaka Forum.
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“We have established the OR Tambo School of
Leadership to enable us to build cadres who will
serve the people of South Africa better…The task
of our movement in this phase of our transition
requires cadres that have the ideological grounding,
revolutionary morality and technical capabilities to
function in a complex and evolving environment.”
PRESIDENT CYRIL RAMAPHOSA
11 APRIL 2019 AT THE LAUNCH OF THE OR TAMBO
SCHOOOL OF LEADERSHIP
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Website: www.ortamboschool.org.za
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